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Abstract

Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) are being confronted with a growing number of student applications. This is associated with the verification of documents, which in the case of university entrance qualifications is becoming increasingly complex and error-prone in view of the diversifying education system. Various solutions to this problem have already been proposed, but due to technical, organisational, legal, or financial problems, they have not yet found widespread use. Against this background, this article presents an approach that integrates existing methods and services for digital signatures into a national infrastructure for education and connects them to existing information systems in schools to issue digital diplomas and verify them in HEI application processes. The article describes a technical solution and experiences from a proof-of-concept. First recommendations are given, and an outlook illustrates how the upcoming broad field test will be conducted.
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1 Digital Credentials as Building Blocks of a Learner’s Journey

Digital credentials become most apparent at transition points during the learner’s journey, when a diploma is obtained and used to apply for jobs, subsequent degrees, or scholarships. However, these credentials are an integral part of learner agency throughout a person’s academic and professional life, as they are a basis for flexible learning paths, the documentation of individual achievements and provide the infrastructure for national and international mobility. The rise of international, collaborative, and digital learning scenarios, such as the European University Alliances alongside new teaching and learning formats (e.g., MOOCs, virtual exchange, and blended mobility) bring about the need for digital credentials. The number of undetected cases of credential fraud or alteration remain unknown, while the verification of application documents is a laboursome task for HEIs requiring individual expertise of registrars and manual processes (Knoth et al., 2023). In Germany, the non-profit organisation “Uni-assist” inspects more than 60% of international applications for enrolment at German universities thereby processing approximately 300,000 student applications from over 180 countries and regions worldwide per year5. Types of fraud encountered by the organisation include “text lifted from other documents, fictitious language capability or education history, forged qualifications, fictitious references, impersonation and stolen identity” (O’Malley, 2010). To verify application documents, the organisation makes use of a database of bogus documents, recruits and trains personnel with national expertise and establishes direct links with institutions in countries where documents are more commonly forged, in order to assist with verification. The digitisation of issuance and verification processes may benefit HEIs through efficiency gains while also benefiting students. “[Students] could easily share their digital transcripts with a potential employer or university, who could then quickly and easily verify the authenticity of the credential saving both time and effort [...]” (Meinel et al., 2023). In addition, digital credentials offer more security features than paper-based credentials such as digital signatures and encryption to protect against tampering.

The Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) in Germany is currently promoting the emergence of a digital education space with a national education platform. Among other things, the networking infrastructure is intended to bundle digital education offerings that already exist today for various target groups in the digital education space. If solutions across different educational institutions are linked in this digital education space, the benefits of digital learning can be fully utilised. The networking approach is now intended to provide a meta-platform based on open standards and open source technology that is also compatible across Europe and serves as the basis for an ecosystem for digitally supported education. In this context, the digitalisation of learning and complementary administrative processes is becoming increasingly important. Therefore, digital credentials and more specifically verifiable credentials are crucial building blocks within the ecosystem because they document individual learning achievements and support each step learners take on their educational journey at the same time. The overarching term digital credential is used as a generalisation for digitised versions of a certificate or document representing achieved learning (Wolz et al., 2021), from a technical viewpoint a credential can be defined as a set of claims (attributes about a learner) made by an issuer, whilst a verifiable credential is a tamper-evident credential where the authorship can be cryptographically verified. (Chartrand et al., 2020).

The research and development project “BIRD” (BildungsRaum Digital is the German for digital education environment), which serves as the BMBF-funded validation platform and testbed for the component-based development of the national education platform, has also made digital credentials a scenario-driven priority (Knoth et al., 2022). In the context of the prototypical federated service infrastructure, the exchange of digital artefacts (e.g., documents) is increasingly coming to the fore. These include those that contain educational achievements of learners. An important aspect in the
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networking and use of this data is its authenticity. In order to be able to reliably verify the authenticity of this data, it is technically converted into verifiable credentials or claims (VC). This issue is currently well-known through the use of digital COVID vaccination certificates in Germany - especially regarding their authenticity and validity. In this example, content such as vaccination status and other personal information is converted into a VC. Learning outcomes contain, for example, statements (claims) of an issuing entity (issuer) about a person, an organisation or thing (object). The issuer (and thus author) of the claim transfers the VC to the owner. For a third party (verifier) and the object itself (if technically feasible), it must be possible to verify whether these VC were generated by the issuer and are still valid at the time of verification. For such VC, the verification of the authenticity of the VC should be combined with the authenticity of the issuer and, if necessary, also with the authorization of the issuer for the output of the respective VC, without having to query the issuer directly. These conceptual preliminary considerations are the bases for the presentation of a specific proof of concept which was carried out in the context of the implementation of the Single Digital Gateway Act in Germany (Open Access Act - Onlinezugangsgesetz, OZG).

This article presents work in progress and focuses on the engagement of the BIRD project with the “field test of the digital school diploma” in the German state North Rhine-Westphalia. The pilot project “field test” is aiming at digitising paper-based school diplomas to make admission processes easier and more tamper-proof.

The remainder of the article is organised as follows. In section 2, we provide an overview on existing solutions for secure diploma infrastructures against the variety of national backgrounds. The components of the proposed solution and their interplay for the targeted use cases are presented in section 3. This is followed by a description of the results gained from the proof-of-concept in section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn and an outlook to future work is given in section 5.

2 State of the Art: The Digital Credentials Landscape

The VC or the general digital credentials landscape worldwide is diverse and highly active. Both government-directed approaches to regulation and infrastructure development as well as projects and platforms driven by universities, private sector companies, or diverse consortiums contribute to this. While several projects worldwide focus on solutions on a national scale, international cooperation in this area is driven by the European Commission as well as networks such as the Groningen Declaration Network and standardisation bodies such as the W3C.

In recent years, various projects and ventures have investigated the usability of VC in the domain of education. For example, the BMBF-funded project "Digital Credentials for Higher Education Institutions" (DiBiHo) is pursuing an approach that involves using the technological approaches of "self-sovereign identity" and "distributed ledger technology" (DLT) to generate fraud-proof credentials and enable their handling, as current identity management governance practices are often siloed and rarely consider the "networked nature of digital ecosystems" (Anand et al., 2021). DiBiHo is based on the US-based approaches of the “Digital Credentials Consortium” (DCC). In Europe this is mirrored by many EU initiatives aiming to provide a framework for the use of VC based on an EU-wide DLT infrastructure in combination with an SSI for different domains. In education the European Self-Sovereign Identity Framework (ESSIF) forms part of the European Blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI). EBSI was launched by the European Commission with governments of member states in order to offer cross-border government services (Grech et al., 2021).

Europass is broader in its approach offering a varied set of online tools for learning and career management for European citizens to promote career mobility within the EU. The Europass Digital
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Credentials Infrastructure (EDCI) consists of standards, services and software outlining a data model for the issuance, storage, view, export, and verification of credentials alongside an accreditation database for institutions. The Council of Europe's Platform on Ethics, Transparency, and Integrity in Education (ETINED) also calls governments to action in order to counter education fraud by legislating for digital credentials. Not only should “member States [...] take all necessary measures to ensure the accessibility and integrity of data relating to students, qualifications and awards through digital solutions [...] [but] wherever technically possible, they should also provide services for verifying the authenticity of diplomas and professional certificates that are simple, accessible and multilingual” (Council of Europe, 2022, p. 13). Secure digital credentials can provide tamper-proof verification of documents, improved transparency for both the learner and receiving institution as well as simplified credential portability and interoperability between institutions and countries.

The usage spectrum of VCs in the education domain is broad. This includes usage across different educational institutions and sectors as well as usage in the context of formal and non-formal education. The following challenges, among others, are the reason no overarching standard for making VCs usable has yet been established (as in Rentzsch, 2021):

- Harmonisation of administrative processes related to the issuance of credentials in the field of formal education. This applies in the national context regarding federal structures, but also to the EU and worldwide.
- Technologies currently favoured in science and administration (for example, DLT, SSI, eIDAS, eID) for the use of VC have little appeal in the domain of education. Issues such as data protection and data security, GDPR compliance of DLT, legal feasibility of SSI-Verifiable Presentation, governance, effort required to implement DLT, incompatibility of DLTs with one another, autonomy of certain education sectors and the use of trust service providers, as well as resource expenditure and a negative carbon footprint are obstacles.
- The solution approaches and business models associated with these technologies do not correspond to sustainable use (licensing models and associated investments and costs, vendor lock-in, intransparency with regard to the code base), which is necessary in the domain of education for broad acceptance.
- Usability and ease of use for all stakeholders is strongly neglected in existing approaches.
- Confidence in the authenticity of the publisher and their authorization to publish the respective VCs can only be provided by an independent quality-assured central authority that acts on the basis of a technical framework accepted by all stakeholders involved. This authority can only be provided by either the state or a state-approved institution.

The architectural framework and the proof-of-concept presented is a practically oriented approach to address the above challenges and to provide solutions.

3 A Distributed Infrastructure for Secure Diplomas

Currently, there are four use cases involved in the scenario discussed in this article:

- First, education institutions that shall issue diplomas have to be integrated in the system.
- Afterwards, secure certificates can be issued by this institution.
- If necessary, an issued certificate can be revoked.
- Later, these certificates can be verified by any third party.

Other use cases might follow, during the proposed “field test.”

3.1 Integrating an Institution

The usability of digital credentials in the domain of education is diverse. School leaving certificates and university transcripts of records, for example, are used in a wide variety of everyday life scenarios. Both for the issuer, the owner, and for third parties who make decisions based on these documents, trust
in the integrity of these documents is of immense importance. The integrity is generated by establishing
the authenticity of the issuer and the right to release the respective types of evidence at the respective
time of release. This information must be available in a trusted data source for all stakeholders.

A multi-stage process is used to determine both the authenticity of the educational institution and
its acting employees and their authorisation to issue the respective digital credentials. Trust
intermediaries play a crucial role in this process. As gatekeepers in the process, they ensure that the
institution that has authenticated itself in the conventional way is authorised to issue certain credentials
for the relevant period. The conventional authentication of an organisation and/or the acting person
must take place via known mechanisms of a registration authority as a component of a trust service
provider.

![Figure 1: The educational institution verifies its legitimacy towards the infrastructure.](image)

The technical basis for this is standardised procedures and technologies that are familiar from the
use of public key infrastructures (PKI). Unlike other known PKIs from the domain of education, a so-
called leaf certificate or end-entity certificate is issued to the issuer, with which no further certificates
can be signed. The background to this decision is again trust. In the context of the process described
above, it is assumed that only a central authority will be able to achieve cross-education-sector quality
in the assessment of institutions in the domain of education.

### 3.2 Issuing a Digital Credential

The advantage of digital credentials over conventional paper-based credentials lies in the possibility
of simultaneously displaying the contents or results pictorially, processing them automatically in a
machine-readable manner, and verifying them securely. For this purpose, the issuer uses the already
existing tools for the generation of education certificates, the storage of which is then mostly done in
paper form. Instead of printing the education certificate, the image data of the results, the structured
data of the results and other structured metadata are passed to a local component with the command to
sign the digital education certificate. This component is addressable through a REST API. The
distinctive feature of the process is that the results-related data is not passed on. Hash values are
determined, which are then in turn signed by the central signature service as a remote signature and
transmitted back to the local component. Using the PDF/A-3 format, signed (advanced seal with
qualified time stamp) structured data (XML, JSON) can be integrated into a PDF here and then provided
with a qualified seal (eIDAS compliant).
3.3 Revoking a Digital Credential

Withdrawing a digital credential may be necessary for a variety of reasons. For example, a security problem or an attempt to deceive that is discovered after the incident may make it necessary to withdraw the credential.

The administration system of the educational institution has the respective metadata of the already issued digital credentials. Based on an event, the withdrawal of a specific credential is initiated. This is done via a call to the REST API of the local component by passing the relevant parameters (including the digital education certificate, if applicable). An advantage in this procedure is that each digital education record created by the central issuing service is stored in a central database. Here, as shown above, for privacy reasons not the actual result data and further personal data of the education certificate are stored, but metadata and hashes. Thus, these credentials can be registered for withdrawal with the central withdrawal service via the specific local component based on the metadata. As a result, the completion of the withdrawal with corresponding metadata is reported to the respective administrative system via the specific local component.
3.4 Verifying a Digital Credential

Due to the particular importance of digital credentials in the individual educational journey, the verification of these credentials can be of great value to the respective stakeholder, depending on the application scenario. In the underlying procedure here, not only the authenticity of the digital proof is checked. The respective stakeholder can find out for himself whether a) the document is still valid, b) the issuer is authentic, and c) whether the issuer has possessed the rectification for issuing the respective types of evidence in the respective period. Depending on the use case, this in-depth check may be necessary.

Technically, three different procedures are envisaged, whereby only one procedure is presented here in more detail as an example. The other two procedures are based on the same methods: one procedure for checking a large number of digital certificates at once (of interest to stakeholders like universities, Uni-Assist and the Stiftung für Hochschulzulassung, for example), and another procedure for checking a single digital credential via a web user interface (for the owner and/or employer, for example). As already described above, no result or personal data is transferred to the central verification service during the verification of the digital proof. The respective administration system transfers the respective digital proof of education to the local component as part of a function call via a REST API. The local component then extracts all relevant information from the document and transfers the respective metadata and hashes of the digital credential to the central verification service.

Figure 3: The credential submitted by the local management system can be automatically revoked.
Figure 4: The certificate submitted by the applicant can be automatically checked for authenticity.

The central service checks in a central database whether the respective document a) has been created, b) has not been withdrawn, c) the respective signatures are correct and d) the status of the respective institution and e) its authorisation to issue the respective evidence in the respective period. The result of this check is returned to the local service, which in turn passes the result on to the facility’s management system.

4 Experiences from the Proof of Concept

The “Digital School Diploma” implementation project is of particular importance in the education area of the SDG implementation in Germany. This is due to, among other things, the diverse challenges that arise in the implementation of this topic. Decentralised aspects, due to the federal structure of the formal education landscape, must be collated with central aspects such as standardisation according to the German XBildung [XEducation] approach, the OZG portal network and the goal of an EfA (One for All principle) compliant solution.

As the research and development driven prototype and the reference implementation of the networking infrastructure digital education funded by the BMBF, the BIRD project set itself the goal of developing, among other things, a solution for digital credentials and other digital certificates as part of the overall architecture design (Knoth et al., 2022). This solution was to offer an approach for the entire domain of education across all education sectors. In the first step, BIRD developed a generic architecture that was discussed in workshops with the federal state of Saxony-Anhalt, which is the lead state in the topic area of education, the lead federal department, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), and other stakeholders involved in the "Digital School Certificate" project. The objective of these discussions was to compare this overall architecture with the experiences of the lead department of the education topic area from the first "Digital School Diploma" field test and to develop a common target architecture in the process.
After the completion of these discussions, it was decided to develop a prototype within the framework of a proof of concept with the state of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) based on this joint target architecture. BIRD’s task was to develop the necessary components as prototypes and to adapt them so that they could be embedded in the NRW infrastructure. To this end, the state of North Rhine-Westphalia developed additional components to simplify integration. At the end of January, it was determined that the primary functions (issuing, withdrawing, and verifying a digital proof of education), of the components developed by BIRD were functional and could successfully interact with components of the NRW infrastructure. This concludes the project’s task with respect to components for digital education credentials and certificates. The results will be incorporated into the implementation of the networking infrastructure digital education.

On the basis of these results, the steering committee of the Education topic area and the state of North Rhine-Westphalia have decided to conduct a field test for the 2023 high school graduation class in May/June 2023. A few dozen schools, students and universities will participate in this field test. The objective of the field test is to conduct a university application with a digital printout of a high school diploma and to assess both the technical and organisational processing. The findings will then be evaluated among the project participants and further measures agreed upon.

5 Conclusions and Preliminary Recommendations

The goal of the prototype for digital credentials as a part of the BIRD project was to evaluate various aspects of digital credentials in the domain of education. The goal to develop a generic and thus cross-education-sector solution remains. The proof-of-concept for the digital school diploma has offered fruitful insights into what needs to be taken into account and what will be considered during the planned field test: (1) Trust in digital credentials, (2) practical usability (and administration) of digital signatures and their technical implementation in a wide variety of environments, (3) costs (one-time and ongoing), and (4) governance and policies.

(1) Trust is one of the most critical issues for stakeholders in the administration of digital credentials. Only when a secure and automatable management of digital credentials becomes possible, the respective advantages arise for all stakeholders involved. BIRD has determined that purely technical solutions such as qualified electronic seals and signatures (QeS/S) alone do not provide a solution at all. Partial use per institution is not advantageous in terms of costs and management. With regard to security and trust, QeS/S cannot provide a qualitative classification of an institution. Theoretically, an elementary school could issue a high school diploma, and practically, a legal entity could claim to be an educational institution. In order to prevent this, BIRD follows the approach of a cross-sectoral education PKI. This would ensure...
that, on the one hand, authentication and, on the other hand, also a qualitative evaluation of
the acting parties is possible. As described above under 3.2, a PDF document is used as the
presentation layer, into which the machine-readable data of the credential is then integrated.
For the presentation layer, a QeSiegel is used that guarantees the integrity of the PDF document
and provides a positive user experience for presentation in PDF viewers. The actual
verification is performed by a separate central service, as shown in 3.4, which can be addressed
by different services (local, web-based) and can verify all integrated components of the digital
proof. Through the central approach, as described in 3.3, an individual digital credential can
then be withdrawn and thus an up-to-date statement can also be made about the respective
document regarding verification.

(2) In terms of usability, a solution that is as easy to operate or integrate as possible has been
designed. The local component can be simply integrated into the respective IT infrastructure
via a REST API. All functions (signing, retracting, and verifying) can be addressed via this
REST API. An important function is the conversion of the respective structured data into a
desired output format (see for instance XHochschule) and the merging into an overall artefact
as a digital credential. Due to the use of a remote signature, there is no need to handle private
keys on site.

(3) The costs of the proposed solution are low in terms of integration into on-site processes, the
QeSiegel to be used, and the PKI in combination with the central services presented, based on
the experience of the prototype. The use of a QeSiegel for the integrity of the PDF is
advantageous. With a corresponding number of sealing processes, a price of a few Euro cents
per QeSiegel can be achieved here. From the perspective of the BIRD project, the operation
of the education PKI should be taken over permanently by the federal government as part of
the provision of public services.

(4) From the perspective of the BIRD project, governance of the education PKI can only be
executed by the state. Regardless of the costs, only a central service for digital credentials in
the domain of education that is secured by the state can build trust among all stakeholders. But
education PKI and the topic of digital credentials are to be understood as partial aspects of the
development, implementation, and operation of a national education platform, for which smart
governance solutions are needed overall. Initial study results are available (Gleiß et al., 2023),
but further evidence-based research which goes along with the prototypical and component-
based development of the networked education infrastructure is needed.

The prototype and the knowledge gained from the proof-of-concept will be transferred to the
networked infrastructure for digital education at the BMBF. There, the prototype will be further
developed into a minimum viable product aiming at providing a generic solution for the domain of
education. The expected results from the field test in North Rhine-Westphalia can be seen as a
complementary deep-dive which will help to implement generic solutions of the digital networking
infrastructure education on the ground level at the institutions in different (German) states.
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